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RIDESOURCING/TNCs
Lyft launches its All-Access subscription plan across the U.S. Lyft has
tested various versions of the All-Access plan since March 2018. The plan
now costs $299 per month for 30 rides of up to $15 each. If a ride costs over
$15, the user pays the difference. If a user takes over 30 rides, additional
rides are discounted at five percent.

SHARED AUTOMATED VEHICLES
Yandex launches a shared automated vehicle (AV) service in Moscow,
Russia. Two AVs will initally operate in the Skolkovo district. Users can request
a ride from an AV through the Yandex.Taxi app. A safety monitor will be present
in the passenger seat for all rides. This expansion follows Yandex’s shared AV
service launch in Innopolis in August 2018.

RIDESOURCING/TNCs
Uber offers personalized ride recommendations through its app. Uber
will suggest distinct services depending on a user’s destination, trip time,
and personal ride history. Options will include JUMP electric bikes,
uberPOOL, and Express POOL, among the company’s other services. Uber
will also consider in-house traffic estimations when suggesting modes.

COURIER NETWORK SERVICE
Postmates expands its on-demand delivery service to 134 		
additional U.S. cities. Postmates is now available in 550 cities across the U.S.
The logistics company is currently valued at about $1.2 billion.

SHARED AUTOMATED VEHICLES
Drive.ai launches a shared AV pilot in Arlington, Texas. Three AVs will run
on several routes through Arlington, stopping at designated kiosks. People
can sign up to use the service at the kiosks or through Drive.ai’s app. The pilot
will last for one year.
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